
 

Deputation List 
 

Agenda Briefing Forum – 23 April 2024 

Deputations will be heard at the Agenda Briefing Forum at 7pm, Tuesday 23 April 2024.  

The items will then be considered by Council at its Ordinary Council Meeting, scheduled for 
7pm, Tuesday 30 April 2024.  

The procedure for making a deputation is available on the City’s website.  

Petitions and Deputations - City of Bayswater 

Deputations may be made in person or in writing.  

In-person deputations 

The following people have registered to make in-person deputations: 

 

Deputee Name/s 
 

In Support / Not in Support of the Officer’s 
Recommendation or  
Cr Motion 

10.1.2 Review of Cat Local Law 2022 

Bruce Webber (WA Feral Cat Working 
Group) 

Not in support 

Rachael Roberts (Environment House) Not in support 

David Dyke 
Not in support 
*Has provided supporting documentation which is 
attached below. 

10.1.3 2024 Annual General Meeting – Response to Motions 

Georgina Ker Not in support 

Wendy Garstone 
In support 
*Has also provided deputation notes which is attached 
below 

Branka Radanovich 
Not in support of Motion 12 
*Has also provided deputation in writing which is 
attached below 

10.2.5 Proposed 2024/25 Differential Rates 
Rebecca Hall (Maylands Business 
Association) 

Not in Support 

10.3.1 Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

Ian Edwards 

Not in support 
*Please note the deputee has also provided a 
presentation which will be presented on the evening and 
is attached below. 

Glenn Secco 

Not in support 
*Please note the deputee has also provided supporting 
documentation in conjunction with their deputation and is 
attached below. 

Craig Ashton Not in support 



 

Kevin Hamersley  
Not in support 
*Has also provided deputation in writing which is 
attached below 

Craig Rothleitner Not in support 

James Miles (Maylands Clear Water 
Alliance administrators) 

In support 
*Has also provided deputation in writing which is 
attached below 

11.2 Cr Nat Latter – Maylands Tennis Club to Convert Tennis Courts 

Judy Hogben In support 
11.3 Cr Giorgia Johnson – The Naming Register for Parks, Reserves, Streets and Rights of 
Way 
Eleanor Hunter In support 

Joanne Eggleston  In support 

11.4 Cr Josh Eveson – Pedestrian Access Way Assessments 

Georgina Ker In support 

11.5 Cr Elli Petersen-Pik – Deputy Mayor – Potential Land Acquisition for Parking in 
Maylands 
Rebecca Hall In support 

 
Written deputations 

The following deputation have been received in writing and are attached, below: 

 

Deputee Name/s 
 

In Support / Not in Support of the Officer’s 
Recommendation or  
Cr Motion 

10.1.3 2024 Annual General Meeting – Response to Motions 
Alex Ellis In support of Motion 6 

Alex Ellis In support of Motion 7 

Alex Ellis In support of Motion 11 

10.1.9 Crimea Park – Excision of Land for Telecommunications Purposes 

Leon McGrath In support 
10.3.1 Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

Siva Gounder Not in Support 

Warren Lance Not in Support 

Steven Cloughley Not in support 
11.3 Cr Giorgia Johnson – The Naming Register for Parks, Reserves, Streets and Rights of 
Way 
Alex Ellis In support 
11.5 Cr Elli Petersen-Pik – Deputy Mayor – Potential Land Acquisition for Parking in 
Maylands 
Lois Moir In Support 

 

  



 

10.1.2 Review of Cat Local Law 2022 

David Dyke 

 

In August 2016 there were 547 local councils in Australia. Despite the single level of local 
government in Australia, there are a number of extensive areas with relatively low populations which 
are not a part of any local government area. 
 

“Pet cats kill 83 million native reptiles and 80 million native birds in Australia each year. From a 
wildlife perspective, keeping pet cats contained 24/7 is the only responsible option.” 

That then means on average each LGA would have  

151,736.7 native reptiles each year = 415.7 killed daily in City of Bayswater 
 
146,252.3 native Birds each year = 400.7 killed daily in City of Bayswater 
 



 

Mid March 2021 David Dyke put motion to AGM 
Therefore @ Mid March 2024 = 1095 Days 

In that time there has been 455,191.5 Native reptiles killed in City of Bayswater 

Also in that time there has been 438,766.5 Native Birds killed in City of Bayswater 
 
Total = 893,958 animals killed in CoB  

Page 5 of this link emphasise the Peak Body of Animal Welfare RSPCA agreed Cat containment 
need to mandate 24 containment policy. 
 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/australias-cats-kill-two-billion-animals-annually-
180977235/#:~:text=%E2%80%9CPet%20cats%20kill%2083%20million,is%20the%20only%20resp
onsible%20option.%E2%80%9D 

Cat containment measures even have the support of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty 
to Animals (RSPCA), Australia’s peak animal welfare organization. RSPCA animal shelters take in 
65,000 cats every year, and around 40 percent of these are euthanized. In a 2018 policy 
document that was cited favorably in the 2021 parliamentary report, the RSPCA agreed that “Cat 
containment regulations need to mandate 24-hour containment, rather than night-time curfews, if 
they are to significantly reduce wildlife predation, breeding of unwanted cats and cat nuisance.” 

Be Brave 
 

- There are significant resources invested by Local Government into the preparation of local 
cat laws.  This includes the process of community consultation, resources to consider the 
consultation feedback and resources to prepare policy for consideration and adoption. 
 

- In recent times and across many Local Governments, the message from the rate payers has 
been clear – local cat laws to enable cats to be under effective control at all times (i.e. 
permanent cat containment) is overwhelmingly desired for the broad benefits it brings to pet 
cats, their owners and local wildlife. 
 

- Therefore, a responsible Local Government should look to ensure that return on investment 
is maximised for ratepayers, and that efforts to enable local laws are pursued to the full. 
 

- With respect to putting in place local cat laws, maximising return on investment means that a 
Local Government should continue down the decision-making pathway until all options are 
exhausted. 
 

- Up until now, Local Governments have chosen not to question the position of the JSCDL in 
respect to knocking back local cat laws relating to permanent cat containment.  Yet this is not 
the final step in the decision-making process for local laws.  
 

- It is clear that a Local Government can choose not to accept the recommendation of the 
JSCDL on their rejection of local laws.  In such a situation, a decision on the local law then is 
a Disallowance to Parliament and decided upon by Parliament. 
 



 

- If a Local Government is maximising the return for ratepayers on resources invested into 
establishing local cat laws, then if the JSCDL rejects their laws, they should pursue as a 
Disallowance to Parliament, and decided upon by Parliament. 

-  Anything less would be interpreted as ineffective expenditure of resources. 
 

 



 

Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda 30 April 2024 

10.1.2   Review of Cat Local Law 2022 – Deputation 23/04/2024 

SUMMARY 
For Council to consider options for the ongoing management of cats, with reference to the Keeping 
and Control of Cats Local Law 2022 (as amended in 2023). 

DAVID DYKE RECOMMENDATION  

That Council strongly chooses Option 1. In using Section 82 of the Cat Act 2011. 
Therefore direct cross referencing of the Shire of Northam and Shire of Narrogin Local cat Laws 
using Section 82. 
 
I therefore Oppose the Officers Recommendation because most of these points are already 
happening or have happened and clearly Not working. There are numerous cats both Day & Night 
out stalking in Cat Prohibited Areas. 

The following wording needing change in Option 1 
Page 20 1st Paragraph change from 
“and would require Parliament to consider whether or not it was the original intention of the 
Cat Act 2011 to allow for local governments to be able to implement such requirements, 
and/or whether or not the Cat Act 2011 requires review.”  
TO 
“and would require Parliament to reconfirm that it was the original intention of the Cat Act 
2011 to allow for local governments to be able to implement such requirements, ahead of the 
Cat Act review that is due in 2024.” 

I make the Following Points in Support of Option 1. 
 
- Catherine Ehrhardt’s Motion clearly wanted Clause 82 (2.2) was passed by Council, still sits on the 
Table and needs to be actioned. (see attachment) 

- Since my original Motion mid-March 2021 to mid-March 2024 combination of native reptiles and 
birds Total 893,958 have been killed by Cats in City of Bayswater. (see attachment) 
  
Council the Blood of this is on your Hands if You Allow this Carnage to Keep Happening.  
 
-  You are Not alone in this all Councils listed are with you and getting ready to move forward at the 
same time   
 
- If the JSCDL reject this submission it is NOT the end of the Road, Community want you to Be 
Brave and Not accept their Recommendation or undertaking (see attachment) 
Anything less would be interpreted as ineffective expenditure of resources. 

- Tanya Plibersek Federal Environment Minister and Australian Government is encouraging  24/7 
Cat Containment  



 

All states except WA & NSW have 24/7 Containment. NSW is nearly there are We to be the last 
State to still allow Introduced Predators to slaughter our Wildlife ? (see Attachment) 

- Clearly Budget Funding of $50,000 is totally insufficient I recommend minimum of $100,000 as per 
my suggestion in budget preparation. 
- Consideration be given in a subsidy for Catio’s as per my suggestion in budget preparation. 
  



 

10.1.3 2024 Annual General Meeting – Response to Motions 

Wendy Garstone 

I’d like to acknowledge and thank the council officers who were involved in the reports on the tree 
canopy motions put forward at the AGM of Electors earlier this year.  

I am encouraged by the level of support that has been recommended for these motions, including 
creating a Tree Champion program; the consideration of adopting a local planning policy to protect 
trees on private properties; the consideration of creating a dedicated role within council of an Urban 
Forest Manager, and an audit of all drainage reserves for suitable planting strategies.  

However, the tree canopy across WA is in crisis, will these additional actions be enough and soon 
enough? 2000 trees have been removed across Perth in just six months due to the shot hole borer, 
how will we recover from the inevitable larger level of trees that will be removed?  

The impact of the ongoing drought across the south west of WA is evident by the high rate of tree 
deaths in our streets and our bushlands. I would therefore like to encourage councillors and officers 
to further progress the growing of the tree canopy through the following items:.  

1. The State Govt is currently running a survey for a Greening Strategy for WA, I ask that the council 
provides a frank submission to the State Govt on the challenges it faces and the support it needs.  

2. A Lidar aerial survey of tree canopy was undertaken by the City in February this year, but this will 
miss many trees that have failed since. I ask that the City of Bayswater advocate to the State Govt 
that tree canopy surveys and data need to be provided to local governments annually.  

3. Support for a Local Planning Policy that will provide protection to trees on private property. This is 
where most trees are being lost each year.  

4. How is the council adapting to climate change, how are other councils dealing with hotter summers, 
reduced water allocations, failing tree species?  

These issues are statewide, let’s not work in a bubble. Is there some leeway to include consideration 
of a dedicated officer to manage all the complex matters pertaining to the Urban Forest in the budget 
for 2024/2025?  

I look forward to reading the Urban Forest Strategy Annual Report so as to understand more about 
the issues that the council and this community is facing regarding the tree canopy crisis. 
  



 

10.1.3 2024 Annual General Meeting – Response to Motions 

Branka Radanovich – Motion 12 

I believe my motion couldn’t have been simpler or clearer, i.e. to implement a verge tree planting 
program … at least a tree on every residential verge, without an opt-out provision! 

Re: Officer’s Response 

I question the Officer’s recommendation … “that any consideration of changes to the Policy occur 
when the Policy is scheduled for review, in June 2025.”  

*Why can’t this review be brought forward by Council (urgent business) and amended 
accordingly? 

This amendment would allow for a street by street planting and watering program. It would save time 
and money, something the City cannot and should not ignore. 

*Referencing the City’s ‘targeted program’. Why is there not a program in place to prioritise ALL 
streets with underground power? Had this strategy been put in place from the outset, then there 
would have been much greater canopy coverage by now, as these trees would have had unimpeded 
growth.  

Isn’t this basic common sense? 

  



 

10.1.3 2024 Annual General Meeting – Response to Motions 

Alex Ellis – Motion 6 

 



 

10.1.3 2024 Annual General Meeting – Response to Motions 

Alex Ellis – Motion 7 

 



 

10.1.3 2024 Annual General Meeting – Response to Motions 

Alex Ellis – Motion 11 

 



 

10.1.9  

Leon McGrath 

I support the Officer’s Recommendation.  

I note that the total land area of Crimea Park (the five lots comprising 2 McArthur St Morley, not 
including the drainage lot 32869) is 54,875 square metres. An 80 square metre excision is 
approximately 0.15% of the park's area. This is empirical evidence that the effect on the park's usable 
area will be minimal.  

I note that the monopole is to replace the existing lighting tower and should not affect the playing fields.  

I note that the development application for the tower at Crimea Reserve was approved at OCM 31 
October 2023 (item 10.4.2) following significant community support, as evidenced by my petition 
presented to Council at OCM 22 August 2023.  

Given that Telstra has committed to the national shutdown of its 3G network on 30 June 2024, there 
is an urgent need to have this facility in place as soon as possible. 3G services operate at a lower 
wavelength and provide a larger coverage distance.  

Without a suitable 4G and 5G replacement service in the area, some devices that currently receive a 
poor signal may simply be unable to receive any signal after the 3G service is shutdown. This is why 
there is an urgent need for this facility to be provided for Morley and Noranda residents and 
businesses. 
  



 

10.3.1 Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

Ian Edwards 

 

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

10.3.1 Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

Glenn Secco 

 



 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

Deputation from the Friends of Maylands Lakes. April 23, 2024 

Item: 10.3.1 

Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

The fact that I am allocated only 5 minutes to make this deputation on behalf of the Maylands Lakes 
community demonstrates one of our serious concerns about this Master planning process. The City 
was able to present its arguments to Council at a special information session, but we were not allowed 
to even see the recommendations until last Thursday evening. You have been elected to act in the 
best interest of ratepayers, but how can you make informed decisions on a technically complex issue 
when you have not been provided with all the relevant information? If you were briefed by the 
community I can guarantee you would hear a very different story. We did a quick survey of members 
prior to this meeting, and 92% said the community should have input into the Masterplan scope before 
it is approved by Council. 

The planned community information sessions are too late in the process. 

At last December’s Agenda meeting, we identified that the City had already decided on the approach 
the Master plan would take. “Sustainable, ecologically sound, self-regulating lake system” was the 
guiding principle. Council approved the amendment to broaden the scope of the approach to include 
mechanical engineering options.  

Despite Council’s direction, the Project Objective for the SAP was “Sustainable, ecologically sound, 
self-regulating lake system”. Exactly the same wording. In the first SAP workshop, the panel were 
asked to consider the characteristics of a “Sustainable, ecologically sound, self-regulating lake system” 
because those same guiding principles would be used as the assessment criteria! 

What is the point of us making petitions, and Council moving amendments, if the City simply ploughs 
on with its own agenda? What is the point of assembling a panel of experts if the scope is so narrow 
the results are pre-determined? 

Another amendment passed by Council in December, was to direct the City to implement other 
mechanical engineering solutions, like filtration, if the water mixing trial proved unviable. We were 
extremely grateful to Council for making this amendment because these were projects that were 
supposed to be implemented urgently, independent of the lengthy Master Planning process. 

Yet tonight’s recommendation requests you reverse that decision and incorporate any mechanical 
pumping solutions into the Master plan. Why did Council bother passing the amendment in December? 

I know Council understands the desperate need by the community to act now. To do something, 
anything. But the recommendations before you rule out urgent action. The City’s approach is to do 
nothing. Their timeframe suggests a project (of unknown type, scale or effectiveness) will be ready for 
tender by June 24 2025. So optimistically we may see some improvement in water quality in 2 or 3 
years. More than 10 years since the Friends were formed. 

Our survey revealed that 80% of the community said urgent action is extremely important. Yet the 
City is oblivious to the community’s needs. It seems to think pursuing an ideologically pure 
environmental solution is more important than our health and wellbeing. The Risk Management 



 

Consideration does not even mention the residents who have a hypertoxic lake water lapping at their 
back yard! Sure, we can not yet prove the link between toxic algal blooms and Motor Neuron Disease, 
but a lot of us could present you with evidence our mental health is suffering. You have to do 
something! 

This is the last role of the dice for the City. The community has very little confidence in its ability to fix 
this problem. Only 16% of respondents were comfortable with the City’s guidance of the SAP. The 
survey also showed only 12% of people supported its sustainable, ecological approach. 72% said 
mechanical pumping solutions should be immediately implemented. We all want our lakes to be 
healthy again, but we don’t care how its done. The ducks and turtles don’t care either. A self-regulating 
lake system would be fabulous long term outcome, but you have to fix the water quality first. 

What ever you do, do not let the City take the mechanical pumping solutions off the table. We 
need them now. 

And based on the results of our survey, you should probably defer a decision on the scope until the 
Community has had an opportunity to speak directly to Council about the Master Planning process. I 
learned only last night that the Community members of the SAP are still gagged from speaking about 
the SAP’s decisions.  

There is not time to go into detail about some of the questionable recommendations in the scope, so 
we would value the opportunity to sit down with you all and reveal the other side of this long and 
exasperating saga.   



 

10.3.1 Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

James Miles 

Deputation Regarding the Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

Honourable Council Members, 

I am a representative of the Maylands Clear Water Alliance (MCWA), a community organisation with 
~ 80 members, and I’d like to address the issues that have been impacting the lives of many residents 
in Maylands for over 8 years. 

These residents, many of whom live on or adjacent to the lakes, are living with a significant loss of 
amenity, and suffering from significant mental health issues as a direct result of the health and safety 
and environmental issues affecting the Maylands Lakes. 

Since last week’s release of the Maylands Lakes Environment Restoration Masterplan Scope, there 
has been significant discussions held between community members, and a meeting was held last 
night, at the Maylands Golf Course. The reaction of community members is one of alarm, despair, 
anguish, anger, and frustration. 

There are some common themes coming from of these discussions. 

Firstly, The City seems to lack the urgency and commitment to reasonable timelines expected by the 
community. 

By way of example, the ecological assessment and modelling of the lake system, acknowledged by 
the Council at December’s Ordinary Council Meeting (12/12/2023) has not occurred; we’re now told in 
this report, that it commenced in April, and is not expected to be completed until June. We’re told that 
the Masterplan inception and data review will not be completed until September, and tender 
documentation won’t be available until June 2025! 
 
It is not clear what steps are proposed to follow June 2025, however, it can be inferred that there will 
be a tender process, and a process of funding and/or approval. Extrapolating further, the project itself 
may take several years to implement. It seems residents may have to live with these issues for another 
5 years. 

Leading on from this, the community is concerned that there are recognised solutions implemented in 
other jurisdictions that The City has ignored or only partially implemented. There is a significant belief 
in the community that the water in the Maylands Lakes needs to be pumped, filtered, and aerated and 
given the community has been enduring these issues for 8 years, it is difficult to understand why this 
hasn’t occurred, as it has elsewhere (e.g. Emu Lake, Ballajura). 

Finally, the community is confused as to the status of both the “water mixing trial”, and “short-medium 
term” action authorised by the Council at the December’s Ordinary Council Meeting (12/12/2023). In 
this respect, no meaningful update has been provided, other than to recommend that these concepts 
been rolled into the Masterplan, meaning that there will be no short-medium term outcome for the 
community.  

Again, the reaction of community members is one of alarm, despair, anguish, anger, and frustration. 



 

10.3.1 Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

Siva Gounder 

I am against any floating vegetation as I have seen swans being trapped in them and needing rescue.  

A water filtration method seems most cost effective and likely to succeed and I am hoping the council 
explores this thoroughly.  

I don't support connecting the lakes as they have two different issues.  

The idea to connect the salty Swan river to the lakes need to be reconsidered. 
  



 

10.3.1 Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

Warren Lance 

 



 

10.3.1 Maylands Lakes Environmental Restoration Masterplan Scope 

Steven Cloughley 

I submit this deputation in opposition to the officers recommendation regarding the Maylands Lakes 
Environmental Restoration Masterplan.  

1. The Maylands Lakes Masterplan proposed in the officers recommendations is potentially over a 10 
year period. This time frame is way too long for those residents directly affected. We have already 
waited nearly 12 years for some sort of outcome on this issue. We have watched multiple strategies 
fail in the past, watched our amenity destroyed and our house values remain stagnant in a strong real 
estate market. This has a real affect on people lives and we now need drastic interventions in a short 
time frame. Those drastic interventions should immediately include mechanical interventions as a 
matter of urgency.  

2. The Masterplan is also unfunded and relies on a $450'000 (yet to be obtained government grant). 
Where are the funds needed for this restoration Masterplan? What happens if government grants are 
not forth coming? Where are we then?  

3. We need mechanical pumping and filtration interventions as soon as possible and as a matter of 
urgency. We cant just rely on floating weed beds (up to 40% of lake area) to rectify the problems. 
Previous floating weed beds have died in situ and have had no real effect on water quality.  

4. We need the implementation as a matter of urgency strategies that will immediately improve water 
quality such as mechanical filtration, connection of the lake Brearley to the swan river, manual pumping 
of lake water onto golf course and filtration back to Lakes via Golf Course as proposed by FOML.  

5. We need to get this Water moving and not stagnant sitting in the lake. That stagnation and 
stratification is what causes water quality issues and subsequent midge infestations.  

6. The SAP where forced at the direction/instruction from Council officers to prioritise and assess 
potential solutions that were “sustainable, ecologically sound, self-regulating lake system” this was an 
objective set by the City for the Advisory Panel. The SAP were tasked with discussing the 
characteristics of a ”sustainable, ecologically sound, self-regulating lake system” because they had to 
use it to assess the options. Furthermore, the Eric Singleton Bird Sancuary (which won an 
environmental award for the City)) has been identified as a reference site, despite having nothing in 
common with the Maylands Lakes apart from algal blooms.  

7. The reliance by City officers on 'sustainable, ecologically sound self regulating Lake system has 
limited the scope and analysis of mechanical options. It placed the SAP in a difficult position to 
recommend those mechanical options as a matter of urgency because they were not within the scope 
of a 'sustainable, ecologically sound self regulating Lake system.  

8. The secrecy surrounding the SAP and the requirements of participants to enter into confidentially 
agreements was an unfortunate mistake by the City. it should have been an open and transparent 
process. instead it became secretive without proper scrutiny designed to protect 'the reputation' of the 
City. The local resident participants could not even engage in discussions during the process with 
residents. Poor outcome.  



 

9. The City needs to urgently address the water quality issues within the Maylands Lakes System 
and implement urgent mechanical solutions so residents can enjoy the amenity AND/OR sell 
properties and realise the value of those properties in a strong real estate market. Further long 
delays will result in directly affected residents not being able to capitalise in this buoyant real estate 
market. Properties adjacent to the Lakes have failed to sell OR have had offers withdrawn and or 
modified because of the ongoing midge / water quality issues.  
  



 

11.3 Cr Giorgia Johnson - The Naming Register for Parks, Reserves, Streets and Rights of 
Way  

Alex Ellis 

  



 

 



 

  



 

11.5 Cr Elli Petersen-Pik – Deputy Mayor – Potential Land Acquisition for Parking in Maylands 

Lois Moir 

I express my support of the intended notice of motion by DM Petersen-Pik in support of the purchase 
of 45 Ninth Avenue, Maylands. As expressed previously this is a vital piece of land, a unique 
opportunity to purchase this for the use of parking which is a critical issue within Maylands town centre. 

Thank you,  

Lois Moir 


